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Photographic Atlas of the Moon
2002-07-25

day by day photographic guide to observing the features of the moon through a small telescope

The Cambridge Photographic Moon Atlas
2012-09-28

featuring 388 high resolution photographs and concise descriptions of the moon s topography this atlas is
an indispensable guide for amateur astronomers and astrophotographers

A Photographic Atlas of the Moon
1903

the hatfield photographic lunar atlas has been long regarded as the finest photographic lunar atlas
available and remains as a model of accuracy and clarity this fully revised version is completely updated
with new maps names and technical data the superb large scale photographic plates and the
accompanying full scale maps make this an exceptionally easy to use lunar atlas for the field or
observatory

The Hatfield Photographic Lunar Atlas
2012-12-06

luca missoni is an italian photographer passionate of astronomy the moon has always been at the center
of his artistic research for more than twenty years he has been realizing a photographic project which
explores the moon focusing on the tension between reality and imagination in his childhood he started to
observe the moon with a telescope collecting maps and books with the myth of the moon increasing its
charm since the sixties with its explorations missoni has been more and more involved up to pursue a
project for a personal atlas of the heavenly body the book is structured in two main sections a first part
with an obsessive and rigorous representation of the moon in all its phases a second part with its
interpretation in a continuous testing of colors and composition of different phases the result is a
personal trip around the moon with a representation of the visible side of our satellite in a continuous
tension towards the shadowed and hidden part

Luca Missoni
2019-09-17

the first photographic lunar atlas to show the moon as it appears through scts the world s most popular
telescopes features the superb photographs from the original hatfield lunar atlas detailed key maps for
every photograph identify lunar features inset iau standard photographs to help users learn to identify
features on conventional moon maps

The Hatfield SCT Lunar Atlas
2006-02-28

removes the scanning artefacts and transmission imperfections to produce a most comprehensive and
beautifully detailed set of images of the lunar surface to help practical astronomers all the photographs
are systematically related to an earth based view organized to make it easy for astronomers to use
enabling ground based images and views to be compared with the orbiter photographs

A New Photographic Atlas of the Moon
1971-01-01

in 2004 it became obvious that henry hatfield s original atlas wasn t suitable for all current commercially
made amateur telescopes newtonian telescopes and astronomical refractors for many years the only
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choice for amateurs invert the observed image the standard hatfield atlas therefore follows the iau
international astronomical union convention of having maps and photographs with south at the top and
west on the left an inverted image however the current ranges of schmidt cassegrain and maksutov
telescopes that s most of those manufactured by meade celestron and many others don t invert the
observed image but instead reverse it left for right that s with north at the top and east on the left
because of the way the human visual system works it is almost impossible to mentally mirror image a
map to compare it with the view through the eyepiece so even turning an iau standard atlas upside down
doesn t help this new sct version of the atlas solves this problem for observers identification of lunar
features is made quick and easy the new digitally re mastered second edition vastly improves the clarity
and definition of the original photographs significantly beyond the resolution limits of the photographic
grains present in earlier atlas versions whilst preserving the layout and style of the original publications
this has been achieved by merging computer visualized earth based views of the lunar surface derived
from nasa s lunar reconnaissance orbiter data with scanned copies of commander hatfield s photographic
plates using the author s own software the result is a the hatfield sct lunar atlas for 21st century amateur
telescopes up to and beyond 12 inch aperture it contains all the features that made the original so widely
used a combination of an index of all international astronomical union named primary lunar features and
twelve chart areas help to locate any named lunar features of interest that can each be examined under
typically five different states of illumination close ups of interesting features are also included the new
atlas is supplemented by an introduction to its use a short description of the digital re mastering
technique and a completely new section describing lunar observing techniques at the end of the atlas
there is an index of all named features and crater diameters along with a summary table of the dates and
times that the original hatfield images represent

Lunar Orbiter Photographic Atlas of the Near Side of the Moon
2010-03-17

the far side of the moon also called the dark side of the moon was unknown to humanity until the luna
and lunar orbiter pictures were returned to earth this wonderful book contains beautiful photographs and
newly assembled mosaic images of the far side of the moon cleaned of transmission imaging stripes and
processing artifacts by today s computer technology byrne s superb analysis documents the appearance
of the features of the far side with beautiful pictures from lunar orbiter until now the far side lunar orbiter
photos have only been available with strong reconstruction lines but appear here for the first time as
complete photographs unmarred by imaging and processing artifacts

The Hatfield SCT Lunar Atlas
2013-10-11

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as
this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits
maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent
accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old
texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

A Photographic Atlas of the Moon
1903

written by a dedicated selenophile a person who loves the moon this guide to earth s celestial companion
is a non technical narrative that quickly elevates the lunar novice to lunar authority photographic atlas of
the moon explains how the earth and the moon are locked together in a co dependent embrace each
affecting the other in ways that impact our lives the reader will learn in comprehensible jargon free
language about the moon we see its orbit its creation and the differing geologic details of the moon some
of which can be seen with the naked eye all the photographs in this lavishly illustrated book were taken
by the author an internationally recognized authority on celestial photography reeves has perfected
image processing techniques that allow the amateur astronomer using modest equipment to exceed the
quality of earth based professional lunar photographs taken during the apollo era although reeves is an
accomplished deep sky photographer his current passion is re popularizing the moon within the amateur
astronomy community momentum is building for a manned return to the moon to continue the
exploration started over half a century ago photographic atlas of the moon will provide even the most
novice reader with an understanding of the moon and its allure so they can appreciate the upcoming
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explorations by nasa s artemis lunar program

Lunar Orbiter Photographic Atlas of the Moon
1971

a photographic atlas of the moon with descriptions of topographical features overlays identifying key
features in photographs and a day to day guide to observing the moon by eye binoculars or telescope

The Far Side of the Moon
2007-10-23

here is a lunar atlas designed specifically for use in the field by lunar observers its title the six inch lunar
atlas refers both to the aperture of the telescope used to make the images in the book and also to the
book s physical size so it s perfect for fitting into an observer s pocket the author s own lunar
photographs were taken with a 6 inch 150mm telescope and ccd camera and closely match the visual
appearance of the moon when viewed through a modest 3 inch to 8 inch telescope depending on seeing
of course each picture is shown oriented as the moon really is when viewed from the northern
hemisphere and is supplemented by exquisite computer sketches that list the main features two
separate computer sketches are provided to go with each photograph one oriented to appear as seen
through an sct telescope e g the meade and celestron ranges the other oriented for newtonian and
refracting telescopes it is worth commenting that most observers find it extremely difficult to identify
lunar features when using a conventional atlas and sct telescope the human brain is very poor at making
mirror image visual translations there is a page of descriptions for the salient features in each
photograph

The Moon
1904

historical maps and rare photographs illustrate four centuries of mapping the moon

Amateur Astronomer's Photographic Lunar Atlas
1968

edward emerson barnard s photographic atlas of selected regions of the milky way was originally
published in two volumes in 1927 together these volumes contained a wealth of information including
photographic plates of the most interesting portions of the milky way descriptive text charts and data
only 700 copies were printed making the original edition a collector s item reproduced in print for the first
time this edition combines both volumes of barnard s atlas it directly replicates barnard s text and
contains high resolution images of the original photographic plates and charts reordered so that they can
be seen together it also includes a biography of barnard and his work a foreword and addendum by
gerald orin dobek describing the importance of the atlas and additions to this volume and a pull out
section with a mosaic of all 50 plates combined in a single panorama

Rectified Lunar Atlas
1963

in late 2007 the japanese space exploration agency jaxa placed the kaguya selene spacecraft in orbit
around the moon to probe the moon s surface and interior but unlike previous lunar orbiters kaguya
carries a high definition television camera hdtv sent beyond earth orbit sponsored by the japanese nhk tv
network the hdtv has amazed both scientists and the public with its magnificent views of the lunar
surface what makes these images so much more engaging than standard vertical view lunar
photography is that they are taken looking obliquely along the flight path thus they show the moon as it
would be seen by an astronaut looking through a porthole window while orbiting only 100 km above the
lunar surface this is the view we all would wish to have but are never likely to except vicariously through
the awe inspiring kaguya hdtv images each page features a hdtv image with a map of the entire moon on
the upper left showing where the image is located on the upper right is a 100 150 word description
seeing the moon is not intended solely for lunar scientists who are striving to work out the mysteries of
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the moon s origin and evolution everyone can appreciate the natural beauty and be entranced by the
view of the nearby world where humans may one day live

Rectified Lunar Atlas
1963

the purpose of this photographic atlas is to make available to scientists and to the interested public a
comprehensive sample of photographs from the first three apollo lunar missions this atlas contains
photographs of almost every type of feature and terrain that exists on the lunar surface

Rectified Lunar Atlas
1963

this richly illustrated book contains over 200 photographs nearly half of which are in full colour it
constitutes the best collection of available photographs of the planets that have been obtained from
space over the past two decades also included wherever available are global maps of the planets and
their satellites each of the following chapters is devoted to one of the planets summarizing what has
been learned about that planet and explaining in non technical terms the features that can be seen in the
many breathtaking photographs that are presented the chapters are set out with the text first followed
by the figures each accompanied by a long caption describing its essential points

The Moon; a Summary of the Existing Knowledge of Our
Satellite, with a Complete Photographic Atlas
2012-08-01

missoni artistic director of the missoni archive has been infatuated with the moon since childhood
observing it through a telescope and collecting maps and books about the moon and over the past 20
years incorporating it into his artistic research as a photographer

Photographic Atlas of the Moon
2024-09

since the advent of astronomical ccd imaging it has been possible for amateurs to produce images of a
quality that was attainable only by universities and professional observatories just a decade ago however
astronomical ccd cameras are still very expensive and technology has now progressed so that digital
cameras the kind you use on holiday are more than capable of photographing the brighter astronomical
objects notably the moon and major planets tony buick has worked for two years on the techniques
involved and has written this illustrated step by step manual for anyone who has a telescope of any size
and a digital camera the color images he has produced there are over 300 of them in the book are of
breathtaking quality his book is more than a manual of techniques including details of how to make a low
cost diy camera mount and examples it also provides a concise photographic atlas of the whole of the
nearside of the moon with every image made using a standard digital camera and describes the various
lunar features including the sites of manned and robotic landings

New Atlas of the Moon
2006

p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 14 0px verdana on july 20 1969 half a billion viewers around
the world watched as the first television footage of american astronauts on the moon was beamed back
to earth a thrilling turning point in the history of images satisfying an age old curiosity about our planet s
only natural satellite to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the apollo 11 moon landing this captivating
volume surveys the role photography has played in the scientific study and artistic interpretation of the
moon from the dawn of the medium to the present highlighting not only stunning photographic works but
also related prints drawings paintings and astronomical instruments apollo s muse traces the history of
lunar photography from newly discovered daguerreotypes of the 1840s to contemporary film and video
works along the way it explores nineteenth century efforts to map the lunar surface whimsical fantasies
of life on the moon the visual language of the cold war space race and work created in response to the
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moon landing by artists such as robert rauschenberg nancy graves and aleksandra mir a delightful
introduction by tom hanks star of the award winning 1995 film apollo 13 delves into the universal
fascination with representations of the cosmos and the ways in which space travel has radically
expanded the limits of human vision

MOON A SUMMARY OF THE EXISTING
2016-08-26

this atlas is based on the lunar global digital elevation models dem of chang e 1 ce 1 and presents ccd
stereo image data with digital photogrammetry the spatial resolution of the dem in this atlas is 500m
with horizontal accuracy of 192m and vertical accuracy of 120m color shaded relief maps with contour
lines are used to show the lunar topographical characteristics the topographical data gathered by ce 1
can provide fundamental information for the study of lunar topographical morphological and geological
structures as well as for lunar evolution research

Orthographic Atlas of the Moon
1960

a must have for anybody interested in lunar photography if you are a beginner this is the only lunar
observing book you will ever need bbc sky at night magazine this is a practical guide aimed at beginners
interested in learning about the moon and how to image our closest satellite neighbor the book contains
the complete photographic process including equipment settings capture techniques stacking and image
processing each of which is vitally important to producing a good image the information is laid out in a
visual and easy to understand format so that even the dark art of image processing will not seem quite
so daunting there are many high quality color photos of the moon to help you learn about different lunar
features and a list of 100 lunar targets identified as a challenge for you to find all the targets have been
captured by the author who provides a brief description of each feature and where it is located on the
lunar surface you will be surprised to discover the fine level of lunar detail which you can see from your
back garden and once you start imaging you will realize there is more to the moon than meets the eye
although this book uses the moon as a starting point the wisdom it imparts can be applied to many
different areas of astrophotography including how to use planetary imaging preprocessing for crystal
clear images whether you ve never picked up a camera before or you re looking to get a few tips and
tricks this book is a great addition to your photography library how it works

The Hatfield SCT Lunar Atlas
2005

the hatfield lunar atlas has become an amateur lunar observer s bible since it was first published in 1968
a major update of the atlas was made in 1998 using the same wonderful photographs that commander
henry hatfield made with his purpose built 12 inch 300 mm telescope but bringing the lunar
nomenclature up to date and changing the units from imperial to s i metric this edition is important since
the fact is that modern telescope optics digital imaging equipment and computer enhancement can
easily surpass what was achieved with henry hatfield s 12 inch telescope and a film camera this limits
the usefulness of the original atlas to visual observing or imaging rather small amateur telescopes the
new digitally re mastered edition vastly improves the clarity and definition of the original photographs
significantly beyond the resolution limits of the photographic grains present in earlier atlas versions while
preserving the layout and style of the original publications this has been achieved by merging computer
visualized earth based views of the lunar surface derived from nasa s lunar reconnaissance orbiter data
with scanned copies of commander hatfield s photographic plates using the author s own software the
results is a the hatfield lunar atlas for 21st century amateur telescopes up to and beyond 12 inch
aperture

The Six-Inch Lunar Atlas
2009-10-03

the introduction states that the main intention of the atlas is to aid lunar research by presenting the
surface of the moon in accurate photographic and descriptive detail from a fundamental selenographic
and astronomical point of view more detailed photographs have obviously been obtained since
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Moon Atlas
1962-01

much more than a manual of techniques and examples this book also provides a concise photographic
atlas of the whole of the near side of the moon with every image made using a standard digital camera
describing important lunar features including the sites of manned and robotic landings book jacket

Mapping and Naming the Moon
2003-12-11

A Photographic Atlas of Selected Regions of the Milky Way
2014-08-14

Atlas and Gazetteer of the Near Side of the Moon
1971

The Kaguya Lunar Atlas
2011-01-18

Atlas of the Reverse Side of the Moon
1969

Lunar Photographs from Apollos 8, 10, and 11
1971

Photographic Atlas of Planets
1986-08-14

Luca Missoni: Moon Atlas
2020-09-29

How to Photograph the Moon and Planets with Your Digital
Camera
2007-12-29

Apollo’s Muse
2019-07-01
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The Chang’E-1 Topographic Atlas of the Moon
2015-12-03

The Moon
2020-11-23

The Hatfield Lunar Atlas
2012-12-12

Lunar Atlas
1968

How to Photograph the Moon and Planets with Your Digital
Camera
2006-01-01
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